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fter carefully considering the
three things: (1) the existence of
evidence at a three-day Credark, (2) that dark has mass heavier
ation-versus-evolution conferthan that of light, and (3) that dark
ence, I’m securely anchored in
is faster than light.
the belief that God acted as Cre“The basis of the dark sucker theator and formed the world in six days.
ory is that electric bulbs suck dark.
As Dr. Donald Chittick, former
There is much less dark right next to
chair of the Division of Natural Scithem than there is elsewhere.
ences at George Fox University, shared
“The larger the dark sucker, the
greater its capacity to suck dark.
some assumptions of evolution, it
struck me that any theory—no matter
Dark suckers in a parking lot have a
much greater capacity than the ones
how bogus—can sound brilliant.
For fun, the professor offered an
in this room.
alternative explanation for how light
“As with all things, dark suckers
bulbs work. His theory went somedon’t last forever. Once they are full
of dark, they can no longer suck.
thing like this:
This is proven by the black soot on a
“For years it has been believed
full dark sucker.
that electric bulbs emit light. However, recent information has proved
otherwise. Electric bulbs don’t emit
*Karl Haffner is Senior Pastor of the
light; they suck dark. Thus we call
Walla Walla College Church in Colthese bulbs dark suckers.
lege Place, Washington. He is also a
“The dark sucker theory proves
creative and prolific writer.
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“A candle is a primitive dark
sucker. A new candle has a white
wick. You will notice that after the
first use, the wick turns black, representing all the dark that has been
sucked into it.
“If you hold a pencil next to the
wick of an operating candle, the tip
will turn black because it got in the
way of the dark flowing into the
candle.
*>‘Dark has mass. When dark goes
into a dark sucker, friction from this
mass generates heat. Thus it is not
wise to touch an operating dark
sucker.
“Candles present a special problem, as the dark must travel into
solid wick instead of through clear
glass. This generates a great amount
of heat. Thus it can be very dangerous to touch an operating candle.
“Dark is also heavier than light. If
you swim just below the surface of a

lake, you see a lot of light. If you
slowly swim deeper and deeper, you
notice it getting darker and darker.
This is because the heavier dark
sinks to the bottom of the lake, and
the lighter light floats to the top.
“Finally, we must prove that dark
is faster than light. If you stand in an
illuminated room in front of a
closed dark closet, then slowly open
the closet door, you will see light
slowly enter the closet. But since
dark is so fast, you would not be able
to see dark leave the closet.
“In conclusion, I would suggest
that dark suckers make all our lives
much easier. So the next time you
look at an electric light bulb, remember: It is indeed a dark sucker”
Think of this sucker theory next
time you buy into some idea. Just
because it sounds true doesn’t make
it so. I tell you this only to shed some
dark-sucking on the subject.
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